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Nothing could have

prepared us for this:

The digital revolu-

tion and with it the

tsunami of infor-

mation flows have

changed the game

of building strong

brands forever. Beyond branding, I believe

we live in the midst of the most significant

changes that marketers have ever experi-

enced in their lifetime.

So what does this mean for forward-

looking companies who wish to buiid strong

brands over the years to come? I believe

there are three major imperatives: First is,

marketers must learn to not just under-

stand consumers and their demographic,

psychological make-up or consumption

preferences but they must fully understand

the changing and ephemeral nature of the

customers' ecosystem of demand. This in-

cludes knowing far more than we know

today about consumers social behaviors

such as: how they connect with various net-

works and communities, what they share,

with whom, and why. In a study by Vivaldi

Partners for example, we studied how social

currency is created. We define social cur-

rency as the extent to which people share

the brand or information about the brand

with others as part oftheir everyday social

Iives. Our research showed that significant

brand value is created by focusing on cer-

tain types ofsocia-l currency.

Think Nike Plus. I have recorded my run-

ning for nearþ five years. I have challenged

friends around the world in competition
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using the technology. I have consulted on

Nike concerning injuries. I have tracked

my splits and analyzed my improvemenls.

I answered questions from Nike about me

and my running life. Such data can be enor-

mouslyvaluable for Nike to understand my

ecosystem ofneeds, wants, goals, and acti-

vities in the context of my life.

Nike helps me manage parts of my life

around running, and is part of my network

or community. This is how to connect with
consumers and stay relevant in the future.

Second is, marketers must rethink the very
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definition of brands and how brands are

built. The time where brands are built on

sets of attributes that are communicated to

consumers using a consistent or integrated

marketing campaign is over. Few brands

can afford the enormous marketing spent

required in the age of digital information

overflow. I find brand-building efforts that

create differentiation through new and in-

novative business models usefi.¡].

One example is Progressive, this $15 bil-
Iion insurance company uses technology

to offer usage-based underwriting. They

give drivers a device called Snapshot that

feeds back to drivers a real-time drMng
report including the number and times of

miles driven, incidents of hard braking or

quick acceleration, and speed. Progressive

uses the data to reward drivers with huge

discounts for good driving, but my daugh-

ter also can tlveet her results. For Progres-

sive, its wireless technology is a huge brand

builder that is 'always on' and encourages

conversations rather than merely creating

fleeting off-on brand impressions through

TV or print. Imagine the opportunities to

Progressive in helping consumers in plan-

ning or optimize trips or commutes, or in
creating valuable information for automo-

tive manufacturers or travel agencies.

Third is, marketers must adopt a com-

pany-wide view of net'works and social

netrvorks. I think most marketers short-

change the enormous opportunitles in
sight. The problem is the word "media'in

social media. Leading brands go far beyond

just leveraging technology to ampliff PR or

advertÍsing campaign. Marketers must le-

verage social technologies and netr,vorks

across every part of the value chain from

customer insights, R&D, marketing, PR,

sales and customer service. GE for examp-

Ie launched Marknet, alarge social media

hub that brings together more than 5,000

marketers from GE that cuts through tra-

ditional silos and creates collaboration and

conversations among executives. Marknet

also focuses executives' attention on the re-

Ievant information and challenges in con-

necting with its customers. (is)
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SOCIAL MEDIA
ECIRCLE LAUNCHT SOCIAL-SOFTWARE

Neues Tool Der E-Mail-Marketing-Spez

Software zur Planung, Ausführung und I
Aktivitäten herausgebracht. Mit der Soft

zentral anlegen und verwalten. Darüber
Reaktionen und Stimmungen der Nutzer

das eigene Unternehmen berichtet wird

Reaktion - etwa für die Krisen-PR - mög
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